Supporting your child with
the PiXL Edge

Name:
Username:
Password:
Login: https://theedge.pixl.org.uk/

What is the PiXL Edge?
This is a national innovative scheme that
is intended, over time, to develop a
number of key life skills and attributes
which will assist your child in succeeding
once they leave school.
These skills have been broken down into
five core areas: Leadership, Organisation,
Resilience, Initiative and Communication, or LORIC for short.
Your child must complete a total of ten activities, two in each
category. There are examples of what these activities may involve
in this booklet, or you can go to the website for more information.
Of course, once they complete the Edge they can carry on
completing as many activities as they like!
Once a student has successfully completed all ten tasks, they will
have ‘The EDGE’ and receive a certificate accredited by the NCFE.
There are four levels to the EDGE: Apprentice, Pioneer (just for
Year 8s) Graduate and Masters.
By demonstrating that they have ‘The EDGE’, your child will be
able to showcase to everyone the great variety of skills and
interests they have outside of school. Students can handwrite
each activity in the space provided in this booklet or they can
copy the activity straight online using their unique login (you
need to get this from your school if your child does not have one).
A guide to how to do this is at the back of this booklet.
Activities will then be verified by tutors who will approve a task if
successfully completed or provide feedback if further evidence is
required.
Good luck!

In this activity you will need to
demonstrate all of your ORIC skills to
be a leader. Here are some words to
help you understand what you need
to do;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Guidance
Direction
Authority
Control
Management
Supervision
Rule
Command
Power

Example of a completed leadership activity
Task: Read to a sibling
Aims (Describe what you are going to do?)
I have decided to help my little sister with her reading.
She is 6yrs old and is learning some new words at school
which she enjoys. Before bedtime I will read her a story
that will help her with the new words
Evaluation (What I have learnt from doing this activity)
This was really hard but I did find it fun. I read her
some Biff and Chip books which she likes mainly because
it has a puzzle at the end. I started off reading to her
and then asked her if she could find words that she was
learning. She was able to point these out. She then
started reading more herself and got a lot better.
Sometimes it was hard because she wanted to read
something else or just wanted me to read to her but
mostly it was fine. I have carried on reading to her and
sometimes she asks if she can read to me.
The location of the evidence supporting this activity
Please talk to my mum or dad if you would like to check
that I have done this.

Leadership
Set up and conduct an experiment
Running a charity cake sale.
Persevere in learning a new instrument
Produce a presentation on a person of
interest (role model)
Create a cookbook with photographs
and drawn/painted images
Create a form time quiz which will raise
money for a local charity
Read to a sibling
Teach an adult/parent a maths skill
Research someone famous and present
to a group of people
Teach someone a new skill
Teach a parent a new skill, create a worksheet, answers and
feedback.

In this activity you will need to
demonstrate how organised you are.
Here are some words to help you;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plan
Arrange
Coordinate
Structure
Manage
Plan
Form
Establish
Develop
Order
Classify
Tidy

Example of a completed organisation activity
Task: Conduct a quiz for your family
Aims (Describe what you are going to do?)
I really enjoy quizzes so I decided to make one for my
mum, dad and little brother. Firstly I will find out what
they like and I will ask them 10 questions about those
things. I will then make 10 general knowledge questions
for each of them.

What I have learnt from this activity
I really enjoyed doing this. I went on the internet to find
my questions which was really interesting. My dad chose
Liverpool Football Club. My mum chose athletics and my
little brother chose Paw Patrol. I then made 10 more
questions which was tricky as I had to find questions for
kids and adults. I then had to organize the quiz which
we did one afternoon. In the end my mum won, my
brother was second and dad last. My dad has asked if we
can do this again.

The location of the evidence supporting this activity
You can talk to my mum and dad about this.

Organisation
A presentation on a topic of your choice and present it to a peer
or member of family
Design a healthy and varied menu for a family of four to a set
budget
Volunteer to help someone in your community
with their garden or allotment
Prepare a two-course meal for your friends and
family including a choice menu and share
your experience
Plan a donation of books/toys to a local
library/charity shop.
Organise a board game tournament
Make a presentation about an historical figure
to share with your year group.
Assemble a presentation on a topic of your
choice and present it in a subject lesson
Compile a list of possible ways to make your
school more environmentally friendly
Conduct a quiz for your family
Research and plan a meal from another country
Write a review for a film you watched

In this activity you will need to
demonstrate how resilient you are.
Here are some words to help you;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strength
Bounce back
Flexibility
Ability to last
Keep going
Character
Adaptability
Recover
Stick to it
Don’t give up

Example of a completed resilience activity
Task: Learn an instrument
Aims (Describe what you are going to do?)
I had a guitar given to me for my birthday but I have
not played it very much or learned any songs. I am
really keen to learn a few chords so that I can play a
song. My dad said he would help me and I will use
Youtube to help me.

What I have learnt from this activity
This was really hard! I thought it would be easier but it
was very tricky. I started off learning the C and G chords
which are the easiest to learn. It was hard because it
sounded a bit rubbish and hurt my fingers. I did keep
going with it and it did sound better after a few days. I
then learnt an EM and D chord and then I just kept
practising those 4 chords. My dad helped me and
encouraged me as I did feel like giving up at times. I
then went on Youtube and found songs with those chords.
I can now play a few songs and I am very happy.

The location of the evidence supporting this activity
Please talk to my dad who helped me with this.

Resilience
Be brave enough to deliver a presentation on a subject of your
choice
Learn to play a sport that is new to you
Read a book for pleasure and complete a
review
Improving skills with a musical instrument
Undertake
Walk your dog every day for a whole term.
Complete a 1,000 piece jigsaw puzzle
Complete a 1km run
Complete a diary to record a daily act of
kindness which will last for at least 6 weeks
Complete a Rubik's cube
Undertake the challenge of maintaining a
flower bed and vegetable patch
Undertake the care taking of a pet
Undertake a new hobby and learn how to perform magic tricks
Learn sign language.
Learn how to play chess
Persevere and significantly increase your reading speed either by
counting words per minute or using http://www.spreeder.com
Complete a fitness session

In this activity you will need to
demonstrate how resilient you are.
Here are some words to help you;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enterprise
Pro-active
Creativity
Resourceful
Imagination
Act
Drive
Dynamism
Ambition
Originality
Imagination

Example of a completed initiative activity
Task: Take part in a baking session

Aims (Describe what you are going to do?)
I have asked my mum if we can bake some cakes and she
said yes. I have decided to make some rocky road and
chocolate shortbread. I will go online and put the
ingredients together. I will then go with my mum to get
what we need

What I learnt from this activity
I really enjoyed this and learned a lot about baking! I
managed to get all the ingredients I wanted and I
added a few extra things to make it nicer. I organised
everything I wanted and baked the rocky road and
shortbread. The rocky road was a bit gooey so took a long
time to set but the shortbread came out well and tasted
good. My mum has said I can make some more things
which I am looking forward to doing.

The location of the evidence supporting this activity
Please speak to my mum about this activity

Initiative
Learn all of the chords so they can be played without prompting
Create a poster/display/presentation that will
show the facts of drugs, smoking and/or alcohol
abuse
Write a speech about something you're
passionate about
Create a revision game in maths for peers
Create an independent art project at home that
explores your interests and influences
Create a variety of decorative cupcakes (or other
food items)
Complete one good deed every day for one week
without the other person knowing
Learn to play one song.
Volunteer to go shopping for a senior citizen in the community
Help look after a pet
Take photographs of a subject and display them for people to see
Contribute to a food bank appeal
Take part in a baking session
Support a sibling with numeracy
Set up your own spelling challenge

In this activity you will need to
demonstrate how resilient you are.
Here are some words to help you;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Imparting
Conveying
Circulate
Disseminate
Message
State
Contact
Instruct
Letter
Write
Speak
Act
Deliver

Example of a completed communication activity
Task: Show a non-technical relative or friend how to use the
internet for something relevant to them.
Aims (Describe what you are going to do?)
I will teach my dad how to use how to use an ipad as we
use them at school and my dad has one but never uses it
as he gets confused. I will show him how to use the
internet, download apps and take photos.
What I have learnt from this activity
I have learnt valuable teaching skills from doing this
and realizing how hard technology can be for older
people to use with confidence. It was hard teaching this
to my dad but I enjoyed doing it as it was like being a
teacher and I had to think about how I spoke and how
quickly I taught each thing. I think I am more confident
and willing to talk to people and help them with any
problems they have with technology. My dad uses it more
now and thanked me for helping him. He comes to me
now if he does not know ow to do something and he lets
me use it as a way of saying thank you.
The location of the evidence supporting this activity
You can talk to my dad about this

Communication
Deliver a speech to peers
Present a description of a book you have read to
other members of the class
Deliver a presentation about an area of personal
interest
Deliver a presentation about a culture that you
have researched that is different to your own
Deliver a presentation on a topic of your choice,
using technology in an interesting and creative
way to support your presentation
Deliver a presentation based on a TED talk of your
choice
Present a short talk about a hobby you have
incorporated in to your weekly routines.
Write a short story of no more than 500 words
Write your own poem
Mentor a sibling in maths
Create a piece of art
Create your own recipe
Deliver a presentation about your favourite author

Show a non-technical relative or friend how to use the internet for
something relevant to them.

Level:

Apprentice/Pioneer/Graduate/Masters
Leadership

This is the activity I am working on:

Planning
What are you planning to do? How are you going to do it? How do you think this
will help with the attribute (LORIC) you are working on? Do you think there will
be any problems? Confident or nervous?

Evaluation
How did it go? What went well? What didn’t go so well? What have you learned
about the attribute and about yourself? What would you do differently next
time? How has this helped you in other areas of your life? Do you think you are
better at this attribute having completed this task?

Level:

Apprentice/Pioneer/Graduate/Masters
Leadership

This is the activity I am working on:

Planning
What are you planning to do? How are you going to do it? How do you think this
will help with the attribute (LORIC) you are working on? Do you think there will
be any problems? Confident or nervous?

Evaluation
How did it go? What went well? What didn’t go so well? What have you learned
about the attribute and about yourself? What would you do differently next
time? How has this helped you in other areas of your life? Do you think you are
better at this attribute having completed this task?

Level:

Apprentice/Pioneer/Graduate/Masters
Organisation

This is the activity I am working on:

Planning
What are you planning to do? How are you going to do it? How do you think this
will help with the attribute (LORIC) you are working on? Do you think there will
be any problems? Confident or nervous?

Evaluation
How did it go? What went well? What didn’t go so well? What have you learned
about the attribute and about yourself? What would you do differently next
time? How has this helped you in other areas of your life? Do you think you are
better at this attribute having completed this task?

Level:

Apprentice/Pioneer/Graduate/Masters
Organisation

This is the activity I am working on:

Planning
What are you planning to do? How are you going to do it? How do you think this
will help with the attribute (LORIC) you are working on? Do you think there will
be any problems? Confident or nervous?

Evaluation
How did it go? What went well? What didn’t go so well? What have you learned
about the attribute and about yourself? What would you do differently next
time? How has this helped you in other areas of your life? Do you think you are
better at this attribute having completed this task?

Level:

Apprentice/Pioneer/Graduate/Masters
Resilience

This is the activity I am working on:

Planning
What are you planning to do? How are you going to do it? How do you think this
will help with the attribute (LORIC) you are working on? Do you think there will
be any problems? Confident or nervous?

Evaluation
How did it go? What went well? What didn’t go so well? What have you learned
about the attribute and about yourself? What would you do differently next
time? How has this helped you in other areas of your life? Do you think you are
better at this attribute having completed this task?

Level:

Apprentice/Pioneer/Graduate/Masters
Resilience

This is the activity I am working on:

Planning
What are you planning to do? How are you going to do it? How do you think this
will help with the attribute (LORIC) you are working on? Do you think there will
be any problems? Confident or nervous?

Evaluation
How did it go? What went well? What didn’t go so well? What have you learned
about the attribute and about yourself? What would you do differently next
time? How has this helped you in other areas of your life? Do you think you are
better at this attribute having completed this task?

Level:

Apprentice/Pioneer/Graduate/Masters
Initiative

This is the activity I am working on:

Planning
What are you planning to do? How are you going to do it? How do you think this
will help with the attribute (LORIC) you are working on? Do you think there will
be any problems? Confident or nervous?

Evaluation
How did it go? What went well? What didn’t go so well? What have you learned
about the attribute and about yourself? What would you do differently next
time? How has this helped you in other areas of your life? Do you think you are
better at this attribute having completed this task?

Level:

Apprentice/Pioneer/Graduate/Masters
Initiative

This is the activity I am working on:

Planning
What are you planning to do? How are you going to do it? How do you think this
will help with the attribute (LORIC) you are working on? Do you think there will
be any problems? Confident or nervous?

Evaluation
How did it go? What went well? What didn’t go so well? What have you learned
about the attribute and about yourself? What would you do differently next
time? How has this helped you in other areas of your life? Do you think you are
better at this attribute having completed this task?

Level:

Apprentice/Pioneer/Graduate/Masters
Communication

This is the activity I am working on:

Planning
What are you planning to do? How are you going to do it? How do you think this
will help with the attribute (LORIC) you are working on? Do you think there will
be any problems? Confident or nervous?

Evaluation
How did it go? What went well? What didn’t go so well? What have you learned
about the attribute and about yourself? What would you do differently next
time? How has this helped you in other areas of your life? Do you think you are
better at this attribute having completed this task?

Level:

Apprentice/Pioneer/Graduate/Masters
Communication

This is the activity I am working on:

Planning
What are you planning to do? How are you going to do it? How do you think this
will help with the attribute (LORIC) you are working on? Do you think there will
be any problems? Confident or nervous?

Evaluation
How did it go? What went well? What didn’t go so well? What have you learned
about the attribute and about yourself? What would you do differently next
time? How has this helped you in other areas of your life? Do you think you are
better at this attribute having completed this task?

Before you press submit make sure you go
through the checklist
In the first planning box I have used the future tense.
In the second evaluation box I have used the past
tense
I have mentioned the attribute that I am writing about
in my evaluation
I have used the command words and sentence
starters
I have checked my spelling, punctuation and
grammar
I have said how this activity has helped me improve
my leadership, organisation, resilience, initiative and
communication

Accessing the database
Your child has been given their unique password and username.
Go to https://theedge.pixl.org.uk/or simply search PiXL Edge and
enter these details in the left hand side boxes.

Searching for activities
Select the LORIC attribute you would like to work on. As an
example I will click resilience.

click resilience

Searching for activities
You now have two options here. You can either search for
activities by command word by simply clicking them or you can
add a key word in the search bar. I have typed jigsaw here as an
example.

Type jigsaw and then press search. I will click complete a
complete a 1000 piece jigsaw puzzle on the + button. This will
then add it to the left hand side. You now need to click the >
button to write about this activity.

Planning an activity
The plan sets out what you want to achieve and this needs to refer
to the attribute you are working on. You can see here that this
child has talked about being worried and unsure about the
activity. This needs to be a minimum of 100 characters. Press save
and click I believe I have completed the activity (no need for a
comment unless you want to)

Evaluating an activity
This will be longer than the plan (minimum 200 characters) and
should refer to the attribute you are working on. You must talk
about HOW you demonstrated resilience and give specific
examples. WHAT have you learned about yourself and HOW
could this help you in the future. Complete the final box to say
who could verify the activity and press submit.

What happens next?
Wait for your tutor to sign it off. If they think it is completed to the
required standard the activity will get a thumbs up and appear as
a bold colour at the top. If the tutor is not satisfied then they will
return it with a reason and it will appear as light colour at the top
until it is completed and signed off.

Useful videos
What is the Edge?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fLvGRRwU534
Step by step guide
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qJEmnaVfOBQ
Logging into the PiXL Edge
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U4tfPqPbG_0
Logging an activity
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NkAk4XxWw1k
If you would like any further support please do not hesitate to
contact Andy David (PiXL Character Associate) at
a.david@associates.org.uk

